Comparative analysis found a presence of essential collisions between them and gaps that exclude the functioning of a system of court proceedings in respect of minors not reached the age of criminal responsibility.
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Article 7.1 of the Rules says that basic procedural safeguards such as the presumption of innocence, the right to be notified of the charges, the right to remain silent, the right to counsel, the right to the presence of a parent or guardian, the right to confront and cross-examine witnesses and the right to appeal to a higher authority shall be guaranteed at all stages of proceedings. Comparative analysis of the provisions of Articles 435-1 and 435-2 of the CCP allows asserting about presence essential collisions between them and main institutions of criminal process, and also the gaps that exclude functioning of the system of court proceedings in respect of juveniles, not reached the age of bringing to criminal responsibility.
So, while proceedings in respect of person, not reached the age of bringing to criminal responsibility, structural element of criminal prosecutionarraignment -might be began by mistake. In addition, with dismissal of criminal case criminal prosecution should also be dismissed, and in considered situation it only is begun.
If matters indicated in article 435-1 of the CCP are resolved by court, then legitimacy of decisions about dismissal of criminal case or refusal in institution of criminal case is impugned since it turns that an investigator (prosecutor) makes a premature decision about dismissal of criminal prosecution, which, nevertheless, is continued. In addition, if criminal prosecution is terminated with dismissal of criminal case then participation of public prosecutor in court session is become an objectless.
However, since according to Article 7.0.4 of the CCP, criminal prosecution, like a kind of criminal procedural activity, is performed to establish an event of crime and disclosure of a person committed it, then participation in court session becomes ambiguous.
In our standpoint, above stated is concerned one side of the problem of criminal prosecution of persons not reached the age of bringing to criminal responsibility. Other side is concluded in the fact that according to Article 39.1 of the CCP, a criminal prosecution may not start or shall be discontinued (and the criminal case may not be begun or proceedings in the criminal case shall be discontinued), if at the time of the act provided for in criminal law a perpetrator is below the age of criminal responsibility (excluding the circumstances in which coercive educational measures must be applied).
According to Article 87 of the Criminal Code of Azerbaijan Republic, maintenance of forced measures as educational influence are: a) warning; b) transfer under supervision consists in putting on parents or persons, replacing them, or on the appropriate enforcement authority of a duty on educational influence on minor and to control over his behavior; c) a duty to smooth down the caused harm; d) restriction of leisure and an establishment of special requirements to behavior of the minor [9, p. 114-115].
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Thus, it turns that persons below the age of criminal responsibility simultaneously might be sentenced to few kinds coercive measures of educational influence that stipulated in criminal law, which are placement them in special closed type educational institution.
Summarizing foregoing, it seems necessary to assert that valid criminal procedural law does not solve the problems of criminal prosecution at proceedings in respect of persons below the age of criminal responsibility, in this connection in this part it is subject to change and addition.
In our opinion, it is necessary to change a content of Article 7.0.4 of the CCP and set forth as follows: "criminal prosecution is a criminal procedural activity performed by prosecuting authorities to disclose crime and person(s) committed it, indictment of a subject of crime and maintain this charge in court".
This case procedural criminal prosecution will be corresponded to actual, and criminal procedural activity in respect of persons below the age of criminal responsibility, is remained such [6, p. 143-157] .
Content of Article 435-1 the CCP of Azerbaijan Republic allows conditionally separating proceedings in respect of persons below the age of criminal responsibility into: the stage of pre-trial production; production in commission on juvenile affairs; court production; appeal production; appealcassation production and production on execution of court judgement about placing a person in special closed type educational institution.
This division is conditional since exampled stages do not correspond commonly accepted criteria of the stages of criminal proceedings, and in some cases, contradict them, about which will be spoken below.
In our standpoint, pre-trial production in form of preliminary investigation is a mandatory stage of proceedings in respect of person below the age of criminal responsibility, but committed especially grave crimes. Consequently, it might be asserted about presence of the stages of institution of criminal case and directly preliminary investigation till dismissal of criminal case and his forwarding to 218 commission on juvenile affairs. It seems that tasks of the two indicated stages sounded to the tasks of criminal proceedings as come from them, but list of participants is very specific that determines necessity its detailed consideration. Thus, in considered case as the participants we will have full team of prosecution party, and defence party -a person questioned as witness, but not being such, and a representative or two representatives of a witness, one of which will be lawful. There should not be a counsel as there is no suspected or accused person.
In dependence on situation, a person committed socially danger deed at time of institution of criminal case, might be known (obvious crime) or unknown (unobvious crime). In the second case investigation is conducted in usual order but with appearance in the process of a person the age below of criminal responsibility, but suspected or exactly known as committed socially danger deed, specifics of proceedings is sharply changed. Unfortunately, it is not to a better side. This stage is finalized with making a decision on termination of criminal case, which should be in non-alternative order submitted to commission on juvenile affairs. From content of Article 281 of the CCP is seen that real participants of production in respect of persons below the age of criminal responsibility (minor, his legal representatives, witness' representatives) have no indicated in it that, in our standpoint, is a gap, which subjected to elimination.
Due to absence of actual participants of process in the text of law, it appears problems with submission of petitions and complaints, including in order of judicial supervision. In addition, dependence on situation (person is ill, hidden, his location not established), production on a vase might be suspended, but the law say nothing of it that is also a gap, which should be eliminated.
Certain doubts calls the stage, when production is carried out by commission on juveniles affairs, which, according to law, has defining role in solution placement of a minor in special closed type educational institution. Obviously, a lawmaker proceeded from the fact that the specialists (teachers, psychologists etc.) participating in commission on juveniles affairs will resolve the issue better than jurists. It is seen from the content of the Article 435-1 of the CCP that an investigator is obliged to make a decision on sending a person in special closed type educational institution and to submit the case to the commission, and the latter using special knowledge solves a matter on opportunity its solution. If the commission makes positive decision the case is submitted to a court. It turns that the commission has an alternative and it may decide negatively the matter and not to lodge petition before court, and to return the case to an investigator (though the law say nothing about it and has no practice).
As for using of special knowledge, it seems reasonable to supplement the Article 140 of the CCP with provision about the fact that an issue of forwarding a minor to special closed type educational institution is resolved at presence of appropriate expert report in branch of psychology and medicine.
Provision on examination of the issue with the first instance court calls doubts since it turns that persons committed grave and especially grave crimes are judged by the first instance courts and not the courts on grave crimes that is violation of Article 29 of the CCP.
With third stage of criminal proceedings is the fact that in number of situations might be applied a measure of procedural coercion -detention and it 221 appear of procedural figure of suspected, a notion of which, in our standpoint, the CCP of Azerbaijan states wrong; the law in this part should be changed.
So, according to Article 90 of the CCP of Azerbaijan Republic, suspected is recognized: a) a person whom it has been decided to detain with a view to a criminal charge; b) a person detained on suspicion of committing an offence; c) a person about whom a decision on the choice of restrictive measure, excluding arrest, bail and house arrest, is taken. But, according to Article 91.1 of the CCP, an individual whom the investigator, prosecutor or court decides to charge shall be referred to as the accused, even if he has hidden from investigation and court.
According to Article 223 of the CCP, the grounds for preferring charges shall be the totality of the prima facie evidence that the person concerned has committed an offence, and according to Article 224 of the CCP, bringing of charge is possible only to accused person. Thus, it turns that person has a status of suspected, when he has ever had the status of accused that is wrong and presents to be collision [3, p. 95-96].
According to valid law, if it known from beginning of checking that a person committed crime (obvious crime) is a minor below the age of criminal responsibility, all stages of process up to making decision on refusal in initiation of criminal case fall down from process. If crime is unobvious and criminal case has instituted, then from the date, when was established that a minor below the age of criminal responsibility involved in crime's commission, all remained stages of proceedings fall away before drawing a decision about dismissal of criminal case.
Accordingly there are reduced the rights of a person gained by him at appropriate stages and as result are made narrow opportunities to defend the rights and interests of minor. It concerns also court production, which, in our opinion, in interpretation of Articles 435-1 and 435-2 of the CCP presents to be a parody in fair trial.
In connection with above, we offer to provide in the law all existing stages of judicial production also on cases about crimes committed by minors below the age Foregoing is especially significant concerning minors below the age of criminal responsibility. Agree that it is unfair to affirm about duty of a minor the age of 10-11 to know the laws, especially, if he does not study, has no parents etc. However, he shall not be warned of the criminal responsibility incurred for refusal to testify, evading questioning and intentionally false testimony" [10, p. 248] . This provision of the CCP is wrong as there is no minor's duty to say true.
It seems necessary to draw attention in contradictions of procedures of investigative actions and organizational measures with participation of persons below the age of criminal responsibility [11, p. 429-446] .
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So, according to Article 236.3 of the CCP, a defender of suspected or accused has right to participate in examination, but in our case there is no and cannot be such because person below the age of criminal responsibility participating in proceedings is deprived such right. Similar situation is also concerned an identification, search, seizure, check of testimonies at place and other investigative actions.
There is more unclear with body search. According to Article 238 of the CCP, body search of person may be conducted against the will of the person concerned only by court decision, except the cases of detention and arrest, in addition counsel for a suspected or accused person shall be entitled to be present at a body search.
But, in our case there is neither suspected, accused nor counsel, and
consequently cannot be applied an arrest and detention..
According to valid CCP, persons below the age of criminal responsibility deprived the rights at assignment and production of expert examination, experiment, check of testimonies at place, seizure of samples etc.
It should especially consider the fact of search of persons below the age of criminal responsibility, as according to Article 278 of the CCP, a search may only be announced in respect of accused, in addition it is impossible a deliver such persons.
In this connection, it seems necessary to introduce in the CCP the notion of a person below the age of criminal responsibility but suspected in commission of crime with determination of his status guaranteeing observance rights and interests.
Summarizing above stated, we may assert that to ensure in criminal proceedings the rights and interests of minors below the age of criminal responsibility, first of all, it is necessary to determine their status, stages of their participation in criminal proceedings, to resolve problems of criminal prosecution, participation of counsel and representatives, evidences and proving, production of investigatory actions and organizational measures.
